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Dear Jim, 	Williams and our FOIA/PA on perepnal files 	4/10/77 

Years ago, before encountering some of the tyces we have in FOIA cases, I was a 
male chauvinist Pigs Who actually believed that women were better humans then  men. I 
guess there is this atavism in the attached letter to Nee were  of civil 

This did tot occur to me until after I wrote her. 

I have made a taw notes liken the records she provided. I hope you find, that what 

I did specify, far less than what I could have, is persuasive of non-compliance.  

I think there is tantasyie Williams stuff in this, especially on the running 

the statute. I've made a few notes on this I'm not taking time to type up now. But  

their internal records show not dependencehe runeing of the statute bet a 

litanat of osetteemeat negotiations pending" including partteu)Reaerveen I was pro se. 

This is to say that even the government was not depending on that aro:Olen-4 

The Williamsffeft record is tow eeen more grevous, one of greater negligence, in 

not grg after this stuff. If my  wife and I could get it wit
. out counsel, so ;mestigeous 

a firm could not? Belieee ma, it is a record of deliberate fraud, especially in the first 

case. From hroas aed deliberate misrepressantation of what the Beltsville poet* experts 
said to certain knowledgehe fact of these overIfights and at elevations other than 

testifuad U. Once awes when they were abasing a general for Ike by helicopter' TilleY 

even pinpointed the stauree of these overflights involving special helicopter, Wt. 4*.eds, 

and withbekd it from me and lied in court. 

There is even a Taft record that states I was not familiar with and did not under. 

stand the vaxious la lee There is a aft record that specifies Military Oalims Act,
 

regardless of his filing under federaltorts. There are even internal records stating be 

was asking for response to the interrogatories e and then he dropeed completely dead 

on this. 

This is also great on negligence. Tess records, which Williams did not either 

ontain or try to Obtaia, contain the most complete admissions of my claims and allegations. 

Let me gove you some names" 

The Beltseille expert iuZee pond. Teey corrupted this by pretending teat there 

VW a constant stream of chewers, around the eleeee On all relevant and real questions 

he seid he would erect exactly.vhat I alleged. 

Those lawyers of the 50a who figure in the FOIe oases are ie latrick the Very Graf 

AuckeIshaue and /00d old loodig sizedlety. 

Records not provided include what are described as ''investigative reports." ehere 

was no possible law enforcement purpose in teis civil action. 

Ie this I have learnee that I was also represented by Stephen H. Sacks. His name 

should be annillar to you. He was Baltimore counsel with Williams. Nunt and ee shall find, 

as the good book does not say. 

The decision not to apoeal, despite militaru opeortteinee, was by Archie Cox. Signature. 

The admission of the overflights goes back to 8/34.2 in writtexig. 

I'm going to have some fun with the gentagoft stonewahlers. I have found a 	record 

that lists 243 military copies, of which they have foend not a single one. As of this week. 

Xn,a lecture 	enjoy addressing. (10/0/57) Aldo code designations of eilitary files. 

I think there is what you may want to show the insurance company's lawyer. If not 

Webster. 

There is vindictiveness in the lies. 1.ike the AUBAn  bait., Better (ugh) on 

You have the records proving him a liar, as the traneeript will. Hastily, 


